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Economics
Economics is a social science concerned chiefly with description 
and analysis of the production, distribution, and consumption of 
goods and services. It may seem to be a theoretical subject, but it 
permeates into everyone’s daily life. In this unit, you will see a few 
examples of its practical applications and familiarize yourself with 
some important economic terms.
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Text

A
Lead-in

Task /  How do you celebrate Spring Festival? Write down your activities in the following 
table and analyze whose skill and labor are required to make these activities possible. 
After completing the table, share it with your partner and discuss the following two 
questions.

1 What’s the power that leads people to work and cooperate?
2 What do you understand about economic life from the table?

What I will do to celebrate Spring Festival Whose skill and labor are required

Go back to my hometown by train

• ticket agent 
• driver 
• conductor 
• manufacturers of the train 
• track maintenance workers 
... 

 

Giving Thanks for the “Invisible Hand”1

Jeff Jacoby

  1 This text is taken from The Boston Globe, November 27, 2003.
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 Gratitude to the Almighty is the theme of Thanksgiving, and has been ever since the 1 

Pilgrims of Plymouth2 brought in their first good harvest … Today, in millions of 
homes across the nation, God will be thanked for many gifts — for the feast on the 
table and the company of loved ones, for health and good fortune in the year gone by, for 
peace at home in a time of war, for the incalculable privilege of having been born — or 
having become — American.

 But it probably won’t occur to too many of us to give thanks for the fact that the local 2 

supermarket had plenty of turkey for sale this week. Even the devout aren’t likely to 
thank God for airline schedules that made it possible for some of those loved ones to 
fly home for Thanksgiving. Or for the arrival of Master and Commander3 at the local 
movie theater in time for the holiday weekend. Or for that great cranberry-apple pie 
recipe in the food section of the newspaper.

 Those things we take more or less for granted. It hardly takes a miracle to explain why 3 

grocery stores stock up on turkey before Thanksgiving, or why Hollywood releases big 
movies in time for big holidays. That’s what they do. Where is God in that?

 And yet, isn’t there something wondrous — something almost inexplicable — in 4 

the way your Thanksgiving weekend is made possible by the skill and labor of vast 
numbers of total strangers?

To bring that turkey to the dining room table, for example, required the efforts of 5 

thousands of people — the poultry farmers who raised the birds, of course, but 
also the feed distributors who supplied their nourishment and the truckers who 
brought it to the farm, not to mention the architect who designed the hatchery, the 
workmen who built it, and the technicians who kept it running. The bird had to 
be slaughtered and defeathered and inspected and transported and unloaded and 
wrapped and priced and displayed. The people who accomplished those tasks were 
supported in turn by armies of other people accomplishing other tasks — from 
refining the gasoline that fueled the trucks to manufacturing the plastic in which 
the meat was packaged.

The activities of countless far-flung men and women over the course of many 6 

months had to be intricately choreographed and precisely timed, so that when 
you showed up to buy a fresh Thanksgiving turkey, there would be one — or more 
likely, a few dozen — waiting. The level of coordination that was required to pull 
it off is mind-boggling. But what is even more mind-boggling is this: No one 
coordinated it.

  2 Pilgrims of Plymouth: the group of English people who arrived to settle at Plymouth, Massachusetts in North 
America in 1620 创立普利茅斯殖民地的英国清教徒

  3 Master and Commander: (Master and Commander: The Far Side of the World) an American epic historical 
drama film nominated for 10 Oscars in 2004 电影《怒海争锋：极地远征》
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 No turkey czar sat in a command post somewhere, consulting a master plan and 7 

issuing orders. No one rode herd on all those people, forcing them to cooperate for 
your benefit. And yet they did cooperate. When you arrived at the supermarket, your 
turkey was there. You didn’t have to do anything but show up to buy it. If that isn’t a 
miracle, what should we call it?

 Adam Smith8 4 called it “the invisible hand5” — the mysterious power that leads 
innumerable people, each working for his own gain, to promote ends that benefit 
many. Out of the seeming chaos of millions of uncoordinated private transactions 
emerges the spontaneous order of the market. Free human beings freely interact, 
and the result is an array of goods and services more immense than the human 
mind can comprehend. No dictator, no bureaucracy, no supercomputer plans it in 
advance. Indeed, the more an economy is planned, the more it is plagued by shortages, 
dislocation, and failure …

 The social order of freedom, like the wealth and the progress it makes possible, is an 9 

extraordinary gift from above. On this Thanksgiving Day and every day, may we be 
grateful. (636 words)

4 Adam Smith: (1723-1790) a Scottish moral philosopher and a pioneer of political economics. He is the author of 
The Theory of Moral Sentiments and An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. The latter, 
usually abbreviated as The Wealth of Nations （《国富论》）, is considered the first modern work of economics. 
Adam Smith is widely cited as the father of modern economics. 亚当·斯密（英国经济学家）

5 the invisible hand: a metaphor used by Adam Smith to describe competitive forces that guide and regulate the 
free market 无形之手

the Almighty /O:l9maIti/ expression used 
to tallk about God that emphasize His 
Power 全能者、全能的上帝

Pilgrim /9pIlgrKm/ n. one of the people 
who left England and went to live in 
what is now the U.S. in the early 17th 
century (17世纪早期离开英国到了如今美国

的）清教徒移民

feast /fi:st/ n. a large meal 盛宴

devout /dI9vaUt/ a. very religious 虔诚的

cranberry /'kr{nbFri/ n. 越橘

recipe /9resKpi/ n. a set of instructions 
for cooking or preparing a particular 
food 食谱；烹饪法

stock up (~ on/with) to fill a place with 
things that you will need 充分储备

wondrous /9wˆndr@s/ a. good or 
impressive in a surprising way 奇妙的；

令人惊叹的

inexplicable /8InIk9splIk@bFl/ a. 
impossible to explain 无法解释的

poultry /9p@Ultri/ n. birds such as 
chickens that are used for meat or 
eggs 家禽

distributor /dI9strIbjMt@/ n. a company 
or person that supplies goods to 
shops 批发商

nourishment /9nˆrISm@nt/ n. food or 
the substances in food that are necessary 
for life, growth, and health 食物；营养物

质；养料

hatchery /9h{tS@ri/ n. a place for 
hatching eggs, especially fish eggs （尤指

鱼的）孵化场

slaughter /9slO:t@/ vt. to kill animals, usually 
for their meat 屠宰（动物）

defeather /dI9feD@/ vt.  to remove the 
feathers of chickens or other poultry （家

禽）去毛

far-flung /8fA: 9flˆÎ/ a. existing in many 
different places within a very large 
area 分布广泛的

intricately /9IntrIkKtli/ ad. in a very 
detailed and complicated way 精细地；复

杂地

choreograph /9kÁri@grA:f/ vt. to 
carefully plan or organize a complicated 

New words and expressions
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event or activity（精心）计划，设计，组织

coordination /k@U8O:dK'neISFn/ n. the 
process of organizing people or things 
in order to make them work together 
effectively 调节；协调

pull (sth.) off to succeed in doing sth. 
that is difficult 成功完成（某件困难的事情）

mind-boggling /9maInd 8bÁglIÎ/ a. very 
large, unusual, or complicated and not easy 
to imagine 令人难以想象的；非常惊人的

czar /zA:/ n.  one having great power or 
authority 独揽大权者；专制独裁者

ride herd on to keep a check on sth. 监

督；管理

mysterious /mI9stI@ri@s/ a. not explained 
or understood 难以解释的；不可思议的；

神秘的

innumerable /I9nju:mFr@bFl/ a. very 
many, or too many to be counted 不可胜

数的

uncoordinated /8ˆnk@u9O:dKneitKd/ a. 
badly planned or organized 未计划好的；

未组织好的

array /@9reI/ n.  (~ of) a large group of 
people or things that are related in some 
way 一大批；一系列；大量

comprehend /8kÁmprI'hend/  vt. to 
understand sth. 理解；领会

dictator /dIk9teIt@/ n. sb. who uses force 
to take and keep power in a country 独

裁者；专政者

bureaucracy /bjU@9rÁkr@si/ n. a 
complicated and annoying system of 
rules and processes 官僚体制；官僚

supercomputer /9sju:p@8k@mpju:t@/ n. 
a very powerful computer that can deal 
with large amounts of information very 
quickly 超级计算机

dislocation /8dIsl@9keISFn/ n. disruption 
of an established order 紊乱；混乱

Critical reading and thinking

Task 1 /  Text A aims to introduce one of the most essential concepts in economics — the 
invisible hand. To explain this abstract term, the author uses a very familiar theme, 
celebration of Thanksgiving. Complete the following diagram, which analyzes the 
functions of “Thanksgiving” in the text.

 Bring in the theme of Thanksgiving and raise the 
question of whether you have ever given thanks for 
what you are blessed with in the daily economic life

Beginning
(Paras. 1-2)

 
 
 

Body
(Paras. 3-8)

 
 
 

End
(Para. 9)

Task 2 / Work in pairs and answer the following questions.

1 It hardly takes a miracle to explain why grocery stores stock up on turkey 
before Thanksgiving … (Para. 3)

 What does this sentence mean?

2 The bird had to be slaughtered and defeathered and inspected and transported 
and unloaded and wrapped and priced and displayed. (Para. 5)
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 Why does the author use so many “and’s” in the sentence rather than merely 
use one “and” before the last item?

3 The social order of freedom, like the wealth and the progress it makes 
possible, is an extraordinary gift from above. (Para. 9)

 What does “from above” refer to?

Task 3 / Work in groups and discuss the following questions.

According to Adam Smith, “the invisible hand” leads innumerable people, each 
working for his own gain, to promote ends that benefit many. However, some 
people think that the free market only promotes selfishness and greed, where 
businesses try every means to work for their own gain. What do you think? Can 
“the invisible hand” do anything to deter business malpractices? 

Language building-up

Task 1 / Specialized vocabulary

Specialized vocabulary consists of the words and phrases used regularly in a given subject 
area. For example, you might read the following sentences in an article about ocean and life.

The ocean has a significant effect on the biosphere. Oceanic evaporation, as a phase of 
the water cycle, is the source of most rainfall.

In the above sentence, “biosphere”, “oceanic evaporation”, “water cycle”, and “rainfall” are all 
technical terms belonging to the field of ocean and life. To comprehend writings or talks about 
a specific subject, you must have a good command of the terms relating to that subject.

1 The following expressions are taken from Text A. Translate the economic terms in 
bold from English into Chinese.

1 the feed distributor   
2 working for his own gain  
3 the skill and labor   
4 manufacturing the plastic  
5 private transactions  
6 wrapped and priced  
7 the invisible hand   

2 Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the words and expressions 
in the box.

distributor gain labor manufacture transaction price invisible hand
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1 The software is  at $700.

2 The cost of repairing the car includes parts and .

3 We managed to get a record of his recent banking . 

4 No companies should be allowed to harvest our personal information for 
their own .

5 Population growth not only increases the supply of , in favorable 
conditions it increases the demand for both food and  goods.

6 In The Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith showed that even though each 
individual pursued his own self-interest, through the  he was 
led to promote an end which was no part in his intentions.

7 Although the  actually purchases goods from the manufacturer 
to resell on his own account, he is much more than just another customer.

Task 2 / Signpost language 

In streets, you can see many signposts which show directions. In English writing, some 
expressions function as signposts to prepare the reader for what is coming up. In each of the 
ten units, we will focus on one particular type of signpost language. 

Parenthetical statements
Parenthetical statements allow a writer to insert additional information without creating a 
separate sentence and are often demonstrated by parentheses and dashes. For example:

Researchers examined how much the wages of the respondents depended on the standard 
determinants — education, experience, and so on — and how they depended on physical 
appearance. 

He considered an example with two goods (wine and cloth) and two countries (England 
and Portugal).

 Find three examples from Text A and discuss the functions of parenthetical statements 
in these examples.

1 

2 

3 
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Task 3 / Formal English 

Academic writing follows certain rules of formality. The expressions we use when we are 
writing to friends are different from those we use when writing a research paper. For the 
latter, formal words and expressions are preferred and colloquial ones are avoided. For 
example: 

She • got the Nobel Prize in 2007. (colloquial, informal)
 She was awarded the Nobel Prize in 2007. (formal)

The results of the study were • important. (colloquial, informal)
 The results of the study were of great importance. (formal)

 The following paragraph is excerpted from Text A. Replace the underlined words with 
less formal ones.

Adam Smith called it “the invisible hand” — the mysterious power that leads 
innumerable people, each working for his own gain, to promote ends that 
benefit many. Out of the seeming chaos of millions of uncoordinated private 
transactions emerges the spontaneous order of the market. Free human beings 
freely interact, and the result is an array of goods and services more immense 
than the human mind can comprehend. No dictator, no bureaucracy, no 
supercomputer plans it in advance. Indeed, the more an economy is planned, the 
more it is plagued by shortages, dislocation, and failure …

1 innumerable: 
2 transactions: 
3 an array of: 
4 more immense : 
5 comprehend: 
6 plagued: 
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A case study refers to an intensive study of a person, group, phenomenon, etc., and is often used 
as an instructive example to derive underlying concepts and foster analytical development. 
Read the two case studies in Text B1 and see what you can learn from them. 

Case 1

Gifts as Signals

 A man is debating what to give his girlfriend for her birthday. “I know,” he says to 1 

himself, “I’ll give her cash. After all, I don’t know her tastes as well as she does, and 
with cash, she can buy anything she wants.” But when he hands her the money, she is 
offended. Convinced he doesn’t really love her, she breaks off the relationship.

 What is the economics behind this story?2 

1 This text is taken from the book Principles of Economics (5th Edition) by N. G. Mankiw et al. in 2012.

Text

B
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 In some ways, gift giving is a strange custom. As the man in our story suggests, people 3 

typically know their own preferences better than others do, so we might expect 
everyone to prefer cash to in-kind transfers. If your employer substituted merchandise, 
for your paycheck, you would likely object to the means of payment. But your reaction 
is very different when someone who (you hope) loves you does the same thing.

 One interpretation of gift giving is that it reflects asymmetric information4 2 and 
signaling. The man in our story has private information that the girlfriend would like 
to know: Does he really love her? Choosing a good gift for her is a signal of his love. 
Certainly, picking out a gift has the right characteristics to be a signal. It is costly (it 
takes time), and its cost depends on the private information (how much he loves her). 
If he really loves her, choosing a good gift is easy because he is thinking about her all 
the time. If he doesn’t love her, finding the right gift is more difficult. Thus, giving a 
gift that suits the girlfriend is one way for him to convey the private information of his 
love for her. Giving cash shows that he isn’t even bothering to try.

 The signaling theory of gift giving is consistent with another observation: People care 5 

most about the custom when the strength of affection is most in question. Thus, giving 
cash to a girlfriend or boyfriend is usually a bad move. But when college students 
receive a check from their parents, they are less often offended. The parents’ love is less 
likely to be in doubt, so the recipient probably won’t interpret the cash gift as a signal 
of lack of affection.

Case 2

The Microsoft Case
The most important and controversial antitrust case in recent years has been the U.S. 6 

government’s suit against the Microsoft Corporation3, filed in 1998. Certainly, the case 
did not lack drama. It pitted one of the world’s richest men (Bill Gates4) against one of 
the world’s most powerful regulatory agencies (the U.S. Justice Department5). Testifying 
for the government was a prominent economist (MIT6 professor Franklin Fisher). 
Testifying for Microsoft was an equally prominent economist (MIT professor Richard 

  2 asymmetric information: 信息不对称

  3 Microsoft Corporation: an American multinational software corporation headquartered in Redmond, 
Washington 微软公司

  4 Bill Gates: (1955- ) an American programmer, inventor, the founder and first chairman of Microsoft 比尔·盖茨

  5 the U.S. Justice Department: the United States federal executive department responsible for the enforcement of 
law and administration of justice 美国司法部

  6 MIT: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a private research university located in Cambridge, Massachusetts 
麻省理工大学
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Schmalensee). At stake was the future of one of the world’s most valuable companies 
(Microsoft) in one of the economy’s fastest growing industries (computer software).

A central issue in the Microsoft case involved tying — in particular, whether Microsoft 7 

should be allowed to integrate its Internet browser into its Windows operating system. 
The government claimed that Microsoft was bundling these two products together to 
expand the market power7 it had in the market for computer operating systems into 
an unrelated market (for Internet browsers). Allowing Microsoft to incorporate such 
products into its operating system, the government argued, would deter other software 
companies such as Netscape8 from entering the market and offering new products.

Microsoft responded by pointing out that putting new features into old products is a 8 

natural part of technological progress. Cars today include stereos and air conditioners, 
which were once sold separately, and cameras come with built-in flashes. The same is 
true with operating systems. Over time, Microsoft has added many features to Windows 
that were previously stand-alone products. This has made computers more reliable and 
easier to use because consumers can be confident that the pieces work together. The 
integration of Internet technology, Microsoft argued, was the natural next step.

One point of disagreement concerned the extent of Microsoft’s market power. Noting 9 

that more than 80% of new personal computers use a Microsoft operating system, 
the government argued that the company had substantial monopoly power, which it 
was trying to expand. Microsoft replied that the software market is always changing 
and that Microsoft’s Windows was constantly being challenged by competitors, such 
as the Apple Mac9 and Linux operating systems10. It also argued that the low price it 
charged for Windows — about $50, or only 3% of the price of a typical computer — was 
evidence that its market power was severely limited. (745 words)

  7 market power: 市场支配力

  8 Netscape: a U.S. computer services company, best-known for its Web browser Netscape Navigator. It has now 
been taken over by Mozilla’s Firefox Web browser. 网景公司

  9 Apple Mac operating system: a computer operating system developed by the American computer company 
Apple Inc. to run the company’s Macintosh line of personal computers 苹果 Mac 操作系统

10 Linux operating system: a computer operating system created in the early 1990s by Finnish software engineer 
Linus Torvalds and the Free Software Foundation Linux 操作系统
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break off to end a relationship 中止（关

系）；断（交）

in-kind a. consisting of goods or services 
instead of money 以货付款的

merchandise /9mÆ:tSFndaIz/ n. goods 
that are bought and sold 商品；货品

paycheck  /9peI-tSek/ n. salary or wages  
薪水

object to to be opposed to sth. 反对；不

赞成

asymmetric /8eIsK9metrIk/ a. not equal; 
having two sides or parts that are not the 
same in size or shape 不对等的；不对称的

pick out to make a choice among 
different people or things in a group  
精心挑选

recipient /rI9sIpi@nt/ n. sb. who receives 
sth. 接受者

antitrust /8{nti9trˆst/ a. intended 
to prevent companies from unfairly 
controlling prices 反垄断的；反托拉斯的

pit sb./sth. against sb./sth. to make 
sb. compete or fight against sb. or sth. 
else 使较量；使竞争

regulatory /9regjUl@tFrI/ a. (fml) 
controlling 管理的；控制的

testify /9testKfaI/ v. to speak seriously 
about sth., especially in a court of law; 
to give or  provide proof （尤指出庭）作证

at stake at risk 在危险中

incorporate /In9kO:p@reIt/  vt. to include 

sth. as a part or a quality 吸收；包含

deter /dI9tÆ:/ vt. to make sb. decide not 
to do sth. 阻止；威慑

stereo /9steri@U/ n. a set of electronic 
equipment with two speakers, used for 
listening to the radio, CDs, and cassettes  
立体声系统

built-in a. forming part of sth., not 
separate from it 内置的

integration /8IntK9greISFn/  n. the act of 
combining into an integral whole 一体

化；整合

monopoly /m@9nÁpFli/ n. exclusive 
control or possession of sth. 垄断

New words and expressions

Critical reading and thinking

Task 1 /  Work in groups of 4-5 and discuss the following questions.

1 Why does the man’s girlfriend break off their relationship when he gives her cash 
as a birthday gift? Analyze why in this case the cash gift is considered as offensive 
but in some cases it is well accepted. 

2 The signaling theory is in fact applicable in many areas, and we all use signaling 
in our daily life. For example, if you want to apply to a graduate school, you will 
provide your transcript, letters of recommendation, personal statement, etc. 
By doing this, you (the sender) are sending a certain message to the graduate 
school (the receiver), and the message is that you are qualified for the program. 
Read more about the theory and then try to find other examples in your life 
where the signaling theory can be applied. 
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Task 2 /  Complete the following table according to Case 2.

A central issue in the Microsoft case: Should Microsoft be allowed to bundle its 
 with its ?

Claims made by the government Claims made by Microsoft

1 Allowing Microsoft to bundle 
the products would  
other software companies 

1 Putting new features into old products is a natural 
part of technological progress, for example, 

2 Microsoft has substantial 
 power, which it 

is trying to expand.
 (More than % of 

new personal computers 
use a Microsoft operating 
system.)

2 The bundling can make computers more  
 and .

3 Its market power is 
.

 (The software market is always  
and Microsoft is constantly being challenged by 

. The price it charges for Windows is 

.)

Researching

Task / Many years have passed since the U.S. filed its antitrust case against Microsoft in 
1998, but echoes of the case continue to reverberate. Search and read more articles 
related to the case, think about the following questions and then discuss with your 
classmates.

 ● Do you think the government regulation in this case will impede the 
technological progress in the industry?

 ● Is the regulation a kind of intrusion, which is incompatible with the law of “the 
invisible hand”?
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The Legacy of Adam Smith and David Ricardo1

N. G. Mankiw

Economists have long understood the gains from trade. Here is how the great 1 

economist Adam Smith put the argument:
 It is a maxim of every prudent master of a family, never to attempt to make 

at home what it will cost him more to make than to buy. The tailor does 
not attempt to make his own shoes, but buys them of the shoemaker. The 
shoemaker does not attempt to make his own clothes but employs a tailor. 
The farmer attempts to make neither the one nor the other, but employs 
those different artificers. All of them find it for their interest to employ their 
whole industry in a way in which they have some advantage over their 
neighbors, and to purchase with a part of its produce, or what is the same 
thing, with the price of part of it, whatever else they have occasion for.

This quotation is from Smith’s 1776 book 2 An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of 
the Wealth of Nations, which was a landmark in the analysis of trade and economic 
interdependence. 

Smith’s book inspired David Ricardo3 2, a millionaire stockbroker, to become an 
economist. In his 1817 book Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, Ricardo 
developed the principle of comparative advantage3 as we know it today. He 
considered an example with two goods (wine and cloth) and two countries (England 
and Portugal). He showed that both countries can gain by opening up trade and 
specializing based on comparative advantage.

Ricardo’s theory is the starting point of modern international economics, but his 4 

defense of free trade was not a mere academic exercise. Ricardo put his beliefs to 
work as a member of the British Parliament, where he opposed the Corn Laws4, which 
restricted the import of grain.

The conclusions of Adam Smith and David Ricardo on the gains from trade have held 5 

up well over time. Although economists often disagree on questions of policy, they are 

  1 This text is taken from the book Principles of Economics by N. G. Mankiw in 2009.

  2 David Ricardo: (1772-1823) an English economist who gave systematized, classical form to the rising science of 
economics in the 19th century 大卫·李嘉图（英国经济学家）

  3 comparative advantage: an economic theory first developed by English economist David Ricardo. It attributes 
the cause and benefits of international trade to the differences among countries in the relative opportunity costs 
(costs in terms of other goods given up) of producing the same commodities. The theory provides a strong 
argument in favor of free trade and specialization among countries and individuals. 比较优势

  4 Corn Laws: trade laws setting duties on grain imports into Britain to protect British agriculture against 
competition from less expensive foreign imports between 1815 and 1846 谷物法（玉米法案）

Text

C
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united in their support of free trade5. Moreover, the central argument for free trade 
has not changed much in the past two centuries. Even though the field of economics 
has broadened its scope and refined its theories since the time of Smith and Ricardo, 
economists’ opposition to trade restrictions is still based largely on the principle of 
comparative advantage. (380 words)

Task / Translate Adam Smith’s words in Paragraph 1 from English into Chinese. 

  5 free trade: a policy by which a government does not discriminate against imports or interfere with exports by 
applying tariffs (to imports) or subsidies (to exports). However, a free-trade policy does not necessarily imply 
that a country abandons all control and taxation of imports and exports. 自由贸易

legacy /9leg@si/ n. money or property 
that you receive from sb. after they 
die 遗产；遗赠物

maxim /9m{ksKm/ n. a general truth, 
fundamental principle, or a rule of 
conduct 普遍真理；行为准则

prudent /9pru:dFnt/ a. careful and using 
good judgment 仔细的；审慎的

artificer /A:9tIfKs@/ n. a skilled or artistic 

worker or craftsman 技工；能工巧匠

landmark /9l{ndmA:k/ n. a major event 
or achievement that marks an important 
stage in a process and makes progress 
possible 里程碑

interdependence /8Int@dI9pend@ns/ n. 
the state of depending on or necessary 
to each other 互相依赖

stockbroker /9stÁk8br@Uk@/ n. sb. 

whose job is to buy and sell shares in 
companies for other people 股票经纪人

taxation /t{k9seISFn/ n. the system or 
process of charging taxes, or the money 
paid for taxes 税收（制度）；税款

hold up to remain strong or in a fairly 
good condition （论点、理论等）经受得住
检验

New words and expressions
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Lecture

Prediction
A valuable skill for listening comprehension is prediction. That is, instead of relying on the 
actual words or sounds, you use background information and common sense to develop 
expectations about what you will hear and then confirm or reject them as you listen. This 
strategy is considered as an effective way of processing speech because it makes the most 
use of the resources available to you. For instance, in this section, you will listen to a brief 
introduction to comparative advantage. Before listening to the clip, think about the following 
questions: 

 • What issues will the speaker touch upon? 
 • What will the speaker say to make the introduction easier to understand? 

Reflection on these questions can facilitate your listening process and enhance understanding.

absolute advantage 绝对优势；绝对利益

Michael Jordan 迈克尔·乔丹

shoot hoops 投篮

secretarial /8sekrK9te@ri@l/ a. （有关）秘书工作的

opportunity cost 机会成本

endorser /In9dO:s@/ n. 代言人；背书人

dust bunny （家具底下、角落里的）絮状灰尘

veritable /9verKt@bFl/ a. 名副其实的；真正的

Martha Stewart 玛莎·斯图尔特（美国女性富商）

earn your keep 维持生计

Word bank

Task 1 / You will listen to a lecture about comparative advantage. Before listening, write down 
what you expect to hear. 

Task 2 / Listen to the lecture again and complete the following sentences according to what 
you have heard. 

Case 1:

If the famous basketball player Michael Jordan is also the fastest typist in the 
world, then he has a(n)  advantage at typing. However, it is still his 

Listening
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secretary, not Michael Jordan, who has the  advantage at typing, 
because his  cost of typing is much higher than that of his 
secretary. 

Case 2:

Suppose you and your roommate want to clean the house and cook a magnificent 
dinner for your friends one night. If you are a better chef, and your roommate 
cleans faster and better, then you will both be better off if  

. If your roommate cooks much better 
than you and cleans a little better than you, then you will both be better off if 

.

Seminar and Presentation

Asking for information and clarification
Knowing how to ask questions and seek clarification during tutorials, seminars and lectures is 
important at university. Here are some useful expressions for your reference. In fact there are 
two sets of expressions that serve similar purposes, but they differ in the degree of politeness. 
Remember being polite is important in academic discussions. Now read these sentences in 
the following two columns and compare them in terms of politeness. 

Can you explain that again? Could you explain that again,  please?

I didn’t understand what you said about …
I’m sorry, I didn’t quite understand what 
you said about …

Could you repeat …? I wonder if you could repeat …?

Can you give an example of …? Would you mind giving an example of …?

Are you saying that …? Excuse me, are you saying that …? 

What does … mean? Can you remember what … means? 

What is …? Could you tell me more detail about …?

less polite more polite

Task / Work in pairs and do the role-play. Role A, a student, consults Role B, an economist, 
about the following economic terms. Try to use the strategy of politeness in asking for 
information and clarification. Exchange roles when you finish the first three terms. 

1 the invisible hand
2 absolute advantage

Speaking
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3 comparative advantage
4 opportunity cost
5 signaling theory
6 free trade

Research Paper Project

Choosing a topic
Writing a research paper is necessary to be successful in the academic world. Students in 
academic courses are often required to write term papers or research papers, which present 
the result of systematic investigations on a particular topic. They are expected to follow 
certain conventions and guidelines while writing papers. This textbook will introduce to you 
some important guidelines, including:

  1 Choosing a topic;
  2 Shaping a research paper;
  3 Writing an introduction;
  4 Writing body paragraphs;
  5 Avoiding plagiarism;
  6 Achieving coherence;
  7 Writing a conclusion;
  8 Writing an abstract;
  9 Writing your reference list;
10 Proofreading.

Let’s start with the first step — deciding upon a topic on your own. Keep in mind the 
following points:

  1 Choose a topic that really intrigues you. Your attitude determines the amount of effort 
you put into your research.

  2 Narrow down a topic. Some topics are too broad to make a manageable paper. Begin 
by doing some general reading about something you are interested in and then try to 
find a focus. For instance, you may narrow down a topic from “James Joyce” to “James 
Joyce’s landmark novel Ulysses” to “the ‘stream of consciousness’ technique employed in 
Ulysses”. 

  3 Avoid a topic that has very limited relevant source materials.
  4 Remember that an initial topic may not be the topic you end up writing about, because 

you may find some fresh points in the ongoing research.

Following the above guidelines, you may start thinking about a topic for your research paper 
now. Thinking early leads to starting early. 

Writing
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Task 1 / Which of the following topics are suitable and manageable for a 2,000-word paper? 
Tick (√) your choices and give your reasons.

□  1 The influence of materialism on American literature

□  2 Literature and music

□  3 Gender relations in Jane Eyre

□  4 Robert Frost’s attitude toward death

□  5 Discrimination against migrant workers

□  6 Chinese university students’ attitudes toward DINK family

□  7 Effects of globalization on people’s life

□  8 A survey of some resident physicians’ life

Task 2 / Write down the topics that you are curious about. Make sure they are specific and 
feasible.

Key Terms for Further Study

absolute advantage 绝对优势

antitrust case 反垄断案例

asymmetric information 信息不对称

comparative advantage 比较优势

distributor 经销商；批发商

free trade 自由贸易

gain 利润；获益

labor 劳工；劳动力

merchandise 商品；货物

monopoly 垄断

opportunity cost 机会成本

signaling theory 信号理论

the invisible hand 无形之手
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